The American Way...
from the originators of Portable Electric Perforators

MARK DOCUMENTS PERMANENTLY

ENHANCE OFFICE PRODUCTIVITY

ELIMINATE DUPLICATE PAYMENTS

Recommended by Comptrollers, Certified Public Accountants, Treasurers and Auditors Worldwide

The American Perforator Company
Serving The Needs of Businesses Worldwide For Over a Century

Since 1893 The American Perforator Company has manufactured a line of perforators employed in both basic and custom applications. The originator of the electric perforator, American Perforator continues to set the standard for reliability and longevity...at a very competitive price.

Three Reasons Why Every Business Should Have a 400 Series Perforator...

To Mark Documents Permanently — Do away with half impressions or faint ink markings that can further fade with time. Our 400 Series Perforators provide clear and permanent perforations for all types of documents. Your efforts are complete and irreversible.

To Enhance Office Productivity — Hand-stamping invoices is both time consuming and fraught with potential for error. Our 400 Series Perforators mark documents quickly and clearly, perforating up to 25 items at a time. Even temporary staff can mark thousands of documents per hour accurately and effortlessly.

To Eliminate Duplicate Payments — Our most popular application! One duplicate payment is one too many! This can occur for a variety of reasons: invoices sticking together during the payment process, a faint ink impression, etc. Our 400 Series Perforators can perforate many invoices at one time, providing a permanent and obvious mark of payment having been made.

---

Model 400

Our most popular portable electric perforator has changeable dates and/or numbers on the second line, while the first and third lines can be used for up to 10 fixed characters or numbers. The Model 400 can be ordered with one, two, or three lines for perforation. Standard "PAID" and "DATE" perforation is readily available.

Dimensions: 6½" x 13" x 10"  Weight: 43 lbs.

Model 400A

Our affordable alternative to hand perforators, the Model 400A is the answer to special heavy duty applications. If the quantity of documents or papers to be perforated is a concern, the 400A is your solution. Fixed perforations on one, two, or three 10-character lines can be quickly fabricated.

Model 410

Our multi-purpose Model 410 features unlimited applications with its versatile select-a-word line. With each custom-made key the word above the date can easily be changed. Also available with one, two, and three line perforation, its unlimited variety of uses makes the Model 410 a valuable asset for any business with multiple needs for perforation.

---

UNEXCELLED DURABILITY

Our perforators are built to perform and last. From the classic design of the cast metal body to the handcrafted matrix rings and hardened steel punches, our perforators have time-tested durability built into each and every unit. Many of our customers have perforators originally purchased decades ago that are still in operation today! No other maker of electric perforators can make such a claim.

Our 400 Series Perforators have virtually unlimited applications. In addition to invoice canceling some suggested uses include:

- X-Ray film marking
- Mail dating
- Coupon validation
- Source document marking
- I.D. validation
- Stock & Bond cancellation
- Product encoding
- Sealed bid dating
- Document validation
- Key entry marking

For more information on how our perforators can work for your business please call or write to us at:

The American Perforator Company
AD WIZARDS
706 CR 119
Ponda Rosa Gate
Burnet, TX 78611

GSA Listed

Handcrafted in the USA